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Amina uvendza hula.

 Amina likes to eat.
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Amina ula zilo.

Amina eats rice.
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!Amina kasili zikwetse

Amina does not eat
mice!
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Amina uvendza huendra
likoli.

Amina likes
to go to school.
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Amina uendra
dagoni.

Amina goes home.
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Amina kasendra
dagoni weke!

Amina does not go
home alone!
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Amina uvendza
huwona Mahe!

Amina likes
to see her Mom!
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Amina uwona
mpaha.

Amina sees
a cat.
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Amina kasiwona
kasketi yahe!

Amina does not see
her hat!
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Amina uvendza
hurongowa,

"Marahaba!"

Amina likes
to say,

"Thank you!"
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Amina arongowa,
"Hello!"

Amina says,
"Hello!"
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Amina kasirongowa,
"Anha!"

Amina does not say,
"No!"
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Amina uvendza
huvulishiya musiki.

Amina likes
to listen to music.
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Amina uvulishiya
adhan.

Amina listens to
the call to prayer.
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Amina kasivulushiya
mwanzani wahe

Shahir.
Amina does not listen

to her friend
Shahir.
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Maskini Shahir!

Poor Shahir!





Samahani, nahika uwono nkosa, awu
usitsaha shiyo shangina, awu una fikira la
hwangiha shiyo... tafadhwali unambie
harimwa: pcvcwhcomoros@gmail.com    

If you see any mistakes, want another
book, or want helping writing your own
book please contact me at:
pcvcwhcomoros@gmail.com  

Marahaba ivo wasoma!   

Thanks for reading!     

Cam - Bako Mkoni  


